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Edmund, King of East Anglia, died fighting the Danes in 870; according to later accounts, he 

was beheaded. Within twenty years of his death, Edmund was being venerated as a saint, his 

memory marked with a series of coins bearing the inscription ‘sancte Eadmund rex’.1 The 

political and social forces that shaped the emergence of his cult are now obscure, since this 

early cult did not produce a written account of Edmund’s life.2 Indeed, his cult did not rise to 

national importance until the late tenth century, when he was the subject of a Latin passio by 

a French monk, Abbo of Fleury, composed in or around 987, and an English life by the 

prolific vernacular homilist Ælfric, written shortly after 988.3 Both authors were monks, and 

both had connections with the tenth-century Benedictine Reform movement initiated by King 

Edgar and implemented by Æthelwold, Dunstan, and Oswald that privileged monasticism as 

the premier form of regular life. Though the two texts are directed to very different 

audiences, and accordingly emphasize different aspects of Edmund’s life, they can 

legitimately be seen as an opus geminatum which lobbied for the monasticization of 

Edmund’s shrine at Bury and used Edmund’s incorrupt and virginal body as a symbol 

demonstrating the possibility of spiritual renovatio to the individual reader. Though the 

initiative was initially unsuccessful, the literary symbolism latent in these narratives of the 

beheading, reheading and incorruption of St. Edmund, must have contributed to the eventual 

monasticization of Bury during the reign of Cnut.4   
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Both texts follow the same simple and straightforward narrative arc. Hinguar, a Dane 

who has just ransacked Northumbria, comes to East Anglia and sends a messenger to 

Edmund demanding that the king pay tribute and become Hinguar’s vassal. Edmund, refusing 

to obey, is captured, brutally tortured and, somewhat anti-climactically, beheaded. The 

Vikings abandon his body and conceal his head to prevent a proper Christian burial, but, 

protected by a wolf, it manages to call out, describing its location and ensuring its 

rediscovery. The head and body are buried together, and after a series of unspecified 

miracles, the grave is opened. Edmund’s body is found incorrupt, reheaded without any trace 

of the cruel tortures inflicted by the Vikings. A series of miracles follows in which Edmund 

punishes various sceptics for their presumptuousness. 

For Ælfric, Edmund’s virtue is his defining characteristic. He is “Edmund the 

blessed” (Ēadmund se ēadiga, 13), a king “wise and honorable” (snotor and wurðfull, 14), 

“humble and virtuous” (ēadmōd and geþungen, 16), addicted to “noble customs” (æþelum 

þēawum, 15). Abbo indeed explicitly equates Edmund’s virtue with his physical beauty, 

commenting that Edmund “continually developed fresh beauty through the tranquil devotion 

of his most serene spirit”.5 For Abbo physical beauty is both a prerequisite of being king and 

a consequence of it. For example, he suggests Edmund’s body was “of a comely aspect, apt 

for sovereignty” (species digna imperio, 3/9) and later comments that it was doubly cleansed 

of sin by baptism and coronation (8/29-39). Edmund’s body, which is “in the prime of life 

and the fullness of vigour” (florenti aetate et […] strenuus, 6/7-8) when Hinguar arrives, 

equally represents his potential martial prowess. 

 Just as Edmund is virtue personified, so in both texts the Vikings are shamefulness 

personified. Ælfric registers this through his repeated use of lexemes related to the noun 

bysmor, ‘shame’. The one thing Edmund utterly avoids is “shameful sins” (bysmorfullum 

leahtrum, 17). By contrast, the Vikings are shameful and disgraceful. They “tormented the 
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innocent Christians shamefully” (tō bysmore tūcode þā bilewitan Crīstenan, 42); the people 

are “disgracefully mistreated” (tō bysmore […] getawode, 64); and in due course, Edmund is 

himself “wretchedly mocked” (gebysmorodon huxlīce, 107). Abbo explains they came to 

England because Satan wished to test Edmund’s patience “as in the case of Saint Job” (sicut 

et sancti Iob, 4/16-7), by stripping him of his possessions, in the hope that he would curse 

God (5/1-4). 

Hinguar is initially enraged by Edmund’s comely body and moral virtue; it is “on this 

account” (iccirco, 6/8) that he determines to isolate Edmund from his retainers. Ultimately, 

Hinguar and the Danes do not realize that Edmund’s body is a signifier that stands for his 

inner virtue, and so they direct all their efforts upon the body itself, beating, whipping, 

shooting, mutilating, beheading and discarding Edmund in an attempt to corrupt all that his 

body signifies. 

Edmund, by contrast, recognises that his body, the signifier, is less important than his 

soul, saying:6 

Even though you should break in pieces this frail and perishable body, like a 

potter’s vessel, my soul, which is truly free, will never for a moment submit to 

you. (9/15-17) 

Edmund fulfils this promise. Despite the Vikings’ brutal punishment, his soul never wavers 

in its commitment to Christ. However, just as the “bitter pain of the unmerciful nails” 

(immanium claurorum acerbitatem, 11/8) hammered into Christ’s hands and feet ultimately 

cleansed sin, these tortures enable Edmund to perform spiritual work, confirming his own 

salvation and confounding God’s enemies. 

 Hinguar initially asks Edmund to surrender all his treasure and become a vassal, 

backing this up with threats of “tortures” (tormentis, 7/4) to encourage compliance. Abbo 

makes it clear that Hinguar, a “most impious one” (impiissimus, 6/13) with a “sheer love” of 
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cruelty (solo crudelitatis studio, 5/41), was fully capable of carrying out these threats. Indeed, 

it is eventually Edmund’s “rebellion” (he is suis legibus rebellam, 10/5-6) that prompts 

Hinguar to use violence. The startling choice of noun, leges, ‘laws’, returns the narrative to 

Edmund’s body. Edmund’s beauty suits him to kingship and the making of laws; Hinguar has 

no locus standi and his jealousy prompts him to attack Edmund. 

 Edmund responds with a long, reasoned defence of his unwillingness to comply with 

the Viking demands: he does not want to outlive his people (8/20-23); Hinguar cannot offer 

him anything Christ cannot (8/45-9); and, most importantly, he will not submit to “any yoke 

but that of the service of God” (iugo nisi diuino seruitio, 8/41-2).7 Edmund rejects battle and 

expresses his desire to follow Christ’s instructions to Peter in the Garden of Gethsemane (see 

Jn 18:10-11) and “refrain from staining [his] pure hands” (nolo puras commaculare manus, 

9/4-5), by refusing to fight.  Ultimately he is happy to die for his country (pro patri mori, 

8/27), like Ælfric’s Edmund (80), and for Christ. 

 This defiance inevitably enrages the Vikings and they seize Edmund and begin 

torturing him. In both texts, their actions and his suffering are described in grim detail. While 

Ælfric describes the torture exclusively with verbs in the active voice (“the dishonorable ones 

[...] bound [...] mocked [...] beat [...] led [...] tied [...] beat [...] shot”, þā ārleasan [...] 

gebundon [...] gesbysmorodon [...] bēoton [...] lǣddon [...] tīgdon [...] swuncgon [...] 

scuton, 106-116) which attribute the violence entirely to the Vikings, Abbo uses a variety of 

adjectives, ablative absolutes and verbs to remind the reader of the symbolic power of 

Edmund’s body: he is “beaten” (fustigatus, 10/12) and “tortured with terrible lashes” (flagris 

dirissimis [...] uexatur, 10/13-14), while the Vikings pierce him with arrows so frequently 

(toto corpore sagittarum telis confodiunt, 10/16) that he begins to resemble a hedgehog or a 

thistle (uelut asper herecius aut spinis hirtus carduus, 10/20-21), suffering agonies like those 

experienced by St. Sebastian (in passione similis Sebastiano egregio martyri, 10/21-22). 
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These torments make it nearly impossible for him to go on living (uix posset subsistere, 

10/25-6) with “his ribs laid bare by numberless gashes” (retectis costarum latebris 

præpunctionibus crebris, 10/27). In short, his body is rendered so worthless that martyrdom 

becomes a “good deal” (felici commertio, 10/30-1) and he is beheaded:8 

Thus, while the words of prayer were still on his lips, the executioner, sword 

in hand, deprived the king of life, striking off his head with a single blow. And 

so, on November 20, as an offering to God of sweetest savour, Edmund, after 

he had been tried in the fire of suffering, rose with the palm of victory and the 

crown of righteousness, to enter as king and martyr the assembly of the court 

in heaven. (10/33-8) 

While the punishments are described at considerable length, the beheading is thus treated 

very summarily.9 Edmund’s death is inevitably anti-climactic after the gruesome series of 

tortures, but theologically climactic in that it punctures the rhythm of human history by 

marking his insertion in the annual cycle of the liturgical calendar. 

   This briefly related beheading takes on greater dramatic significance post mortem 

when the Vikings take the opportunity to further disrupt Edmund’s body by concealing his 

severed head in a local wood. Abbo presents their actions as a deliberate attempt to deny 

Edmund’s fellow Christians “the sanctified body of the martyr conjoined with the head” 

(sacratissimum corpus martyris cum capite pro tumulantium, 11/19-20), while Ælfric simply 

sees it as an attempt to prevent the body being buried (132). This is the culmination of the 

Vikings’ attempts to disfigure and dismember Edmund’s corpse, a final attempt to prevent 

Edmund from eventually enjoying the bodily resurrection universally promised to every 

Christian.10 Edmund’s body is shattered and scattered; this is very much Edmund’s corporeal 

nadir as his body is violated and denigrated by shameless heathens. 
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But after this earthly defilement, he ascends towards his spiritual zenith, an ascent 

figured through the reheading of Edmund’s physical body. Abbo describes how the surviving 

Christians wanted to give Edmund a proper burial (honestae ... sepulturae, 11/20-1), and 

easily found the “most holy body” (sacratissimum corpus, 11/19), but not the head, a very 

important part (tanta corporis portione, 12/11-2). This head, Abbo says, is “the pearl of 

inestimable price” (inestimabilis pretii margaritam, 13/2), for which the merchant of the 

parable was prepared to sell all his goods (Matt 13:46). The head is so valuable because it 

was once anointed with the “sacramental chrism of mystery” (misterii sacramentum, 11/15) 

and once bore the “royal diadem” (regali diademate, 10/29), and is thus a metonym for 

Edmund’s royalty and virtue. For Ælfric, recovering the head is a priority because Edmund’s 

body simply must be reassembled: the Christians had to rejoin “the head to the body” (þæt 

hēafod to þām bodige, 137). 

 Edmund facilitates his own reheading by revealing the location of his head. His ability 

to talk even when his head is severed from his body makes it clear that the previous Viking 

assault has been in vain and anticipates his future incorruption. It also serves as a vocal 

testament to the brutality of the pagan Other while unveiling the act, and the organ, that the 

Vikings attempted to hide. Lingua palpitans miracles are well attested in hagiography,11 but 

Abbo makes it clear that Edmund’s talking head is the central miracle of the passio. What 

happens is “a thing marvellous to relate and unheard of in the course of ages” (res dictu 

mirabilis et saeculis inaudita, 12/26); indeed, it seems to be this particular miracle to which 

Abbo refers in his prefatory epistle as a deed “unparalleled in the world’s history” (saeculis 

inauditae, Ep./33). In fact, this lingua palpitans miracle is not unique. Abbo may have drawn 

the motif from Fortunatus's Passio SS. Dionysii, Rustici, et Elutherii, where St Denis's 

severed head cries out to the Lord.12 It is also found in other French saints' lives, including 
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those of Justus of Beauvais, Leo of Rouen and Solange of Bourges. All three were 

cephalophoric saints. 

 This lingua palpitans miracle clearly intrigued Abbo because he attempted to explain 

it at some length, drawing on both physiognomy and scriptural analogy. The anatomical 

explanation comes first:13 

The head […] broke into utterance without assistance from the vocal chords, 

or aid from the arteries proceeding from the heart […] The chords of the dead 

man’s tongue vibrated within the passages of the jaws. (12/27-9, 36) 

Abbo further points out that God “endowed a braying ass with human speech” (rudenti 

asellae humana conpegit uerba, 12/37-8), alluding to Numbers 22:28 where God “opened the 

mouth” of a donkey to rebuke Balaam for his stubbornness.14 Since God could make a rude 

ass speak, it is no wonder for Abbo that he should be make Edmund’s severed head talk. 

By contrast, Ælfric somewhat plays down the significance of Edmund’s talking head, 

perhaps because of its sensational aspects. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight presents a 

similar image where the Green Knight treats his severed head in a most startling way, without 

occasioning any authorial comment:15 

For þe hede in his honde he haldez vp euen, 

Toward þe derrest on þe dece he dressez þe face, 

And hit lyfte vp þe yȝe-lyddez and loked ful brode, 

And meled þus much with his muthe. (ll. 444-7) 

Instead, Ælfric prefers to concentrate on the “micel wundor” (144) that a wolf should guard 

the head, so afraid of God that it dare not “þæs hēafdes abyrian” (157). For Abbo, however, 

the wolf’s guardianship is merely a supplementary miracle (it was one the Creator added, 

annexuit, 12/39), the main interest of which lies in the wolf’s unnatural behavior, as Abbo 

asks why the “monstrous wolf” (immanis lupus, 12/40), so terrible (tam terribilis, 13/9), 
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should have forgotten “its natural voracity” (oblita uoracitate, 12/44-5). Abbo compares 

Edmund to Daniel, who was kept “unharmed among the gaping jaws of hungry lions” (inter 

esurientem rictus leonum illesus, 12/47-8). 

 Despite these miracles, the reconfiguration of Edmund’s body remains to be 

completed. The head having been found, it is “provisionally” (pro tempore, 13/11-12) refitted 

to the body, and both (utrumque, 13/12) are buried in a suitable tomb. Some years later, 

prompted by a surfeit of post-mortem miracles, the East Anglians build a new church in 

Bury. When they exhume Edmund’s body preparatory to translating it to the new building, 

they find – mirabile dictu – the body “sound and whole” (sanum et incolume, 14/3), 

unwounded and with only “an extremely thin red crease, like a scarlet thread” (una 

tenuissima riga in modum fili coccinei, 14/10) to mark the former separation of his head from 

his body (ob signum martyrii, 14/9). Ælfric pronounces this another “micel wundor” (176) 

and especially stresses Edmund’s incorruption as a sign of Hinguar’s frustrated attempts to 

disfigure Edmund’s body and all it might stand for:16 

Ēac swilce þā wunda þe þā wælhrēowan hǣþenan 

mid gelōmum scotungum on his lice macodon 

wǣ ron gehǣlede þurh þone heofonlican God. (181-3) 

The uniqueness and significance of Edmund’s incorruption has not always been 

appreciated. Most incorrupt saints, including Cuthbert and Æthelthryth, to whom Ælfric 

alludes at the end of the Life, are confessor saints who had, as they expected, died peacefully 

in their beds.17 Incorrupt martyrs are quite unusual.18 Yet Abbo and Ælfric interpret 

Edmund’s incorruption in similar ways. As Abbo points out: 

How great was the holiness (sanctitatis) in this life of the holy martyr may be 

conjectured from the fact that his body even in death displays something of the 
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glory of the resurrection without trace of decay: for it must be borne in mind 

that they who are endued with this kind of distinction are extolled by the 

Catholic Fathers in the rolls of their religion as having attained the peculiar 

privilege of virginity (singulari uirginitatis […] priuilegio), for they teach that 

such as have preserved their chastity until death […] by a just recompense are 

endued even here on earth, when death is past, with incorruption of the flesh. 

(17/1-8)19 

Thus, though he strongly implies it, Abbo stops short of saying Edmund actually was a 

virgin. Ælfric shows no such restraint, describing Edmund’s body not only as ansund (184, 

252) but also as clǣne (177, 188),20 and stating baldly that Edmund’s incorruption shows 

“that he lived without fornication here in the world” (þæt hē būtan forligre hēr on worulde 

leofode, 187). Symbolically, Edmund’s clæne body suggests that his people might also be 

restored “to the brightness of their former prosperity” (ad pristinae felcitatis gloriam 

postmodum redirent, 8/12-13). Literally “these people” refers to the citizens of East Anglia 

when Edmund was king, but it allegorically refers to those who staff his shrine.  

Given the improbability that Edmund, a reigning monarch with a natural interest in 

maintaining his dynasty, was a virgin, it seems unusual that both Abbo and Ælfric focus on 

this aspect of his incorruption. Certainly, this particular interpretation of Edmund’s 

incorruption performs important political work by forestalling any pretender to the English 

throne who might attempt to trace his lineage back to Edmund.21 Equally though, since, for 

Abbo, Edmund is not actually a virgin but “like a virgin”, the motif emphasizes the 

possibility of spiritual regeneration, a key topos of the tenth-century “Benedictine Reform” 

that attempted to make Benedictine monasticism the preeminent form of religious life in 

England. 
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The history of the Benedictine Reform has been much rehearsed,22 but two trends of 

reform practice are of particular interest to this study: its reliance on the unifying power of 

texts, and its conscious antiquarianism. As Catherine Cubitt shrewdly observes: 

The new norms of the Reform were legitimated by a contemptuous 

downgrading of the immediate past and the recreation of an earlier golden age. 

Reform rhetoric claimed that the pre-Reform church was degenerate, run by 

libidinous and impious clerks. It looked to the seventh and eighth centuries for 

inspiration, resurrecting the cults of long dead and often obscure figures like 

Swithun and refounding new monasteries on the sites of ancient houses like 

Ely and Peterborough.23 

The ninth-century Edmund can be added to this list.  

The reformers insisted it was possible for lustful clerics to renounce their wives and 

become chaste monks and thus those who did not reform deserved to be expelled from their 

monasteries, as is evident from Chapter 18 of Wulfstan of Winchester’s Vita sancti 

Æthelwoldi. Wanting to turn the Old Minster into a monastery, Æthelwold gives the 

reprobate secular clerics a simple choice “either to give place to the monks without delay or 

to take the habit of the monastic order”.24 Three clerics, Eadsige, Wulfsige and Wilstan, did 

so, and Eadsige’s spiritual transformation was thought particularly notable.25 It would seem 

that a similar choice was offered to post-holders at the other foundations that became 

monasteries during this period.26 The depiction of the reheaded Edmund as clǣn and ansund 

would have offered spiritual solace to clerics concerned about the difficult new obligation to 

abandon their wives and irregular lives.  

 Though their early history is notoriously obscure, the priests attached to the 

foundation at Bury (centered around Edmund’s incorrupt body) do not seem to have been 

living as monks in the 980s when both Abbo’s Passio and Ælfric’s Life were written. 
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However, the foundation seems to have been exceptionally wealthy in the tenth century.27 

The introduction of the monastic rule at Bury, supported by the rich endowment collected by 

the secular clerics, would have made it a valuable spiritual companion to “the celibate and 

coenobite monks of the order of the holy father Benedict” (sancti monachorum patris 

Benedicti caelibes coenobitae, 2/19-20) that Abbo visited at Ramsey.    

Abbo and Ælfric both explicitly offer the secular clerics the same choice that 

Æthelwold offered the clerics at Winchester. Abbo writes: 

And let those who render to Edmund the ministry of human reverence strive to 

the utmost to please him by that purity (munditia) of life, which his 

uncorrupted body proves to have been his continual happiness; and, if they 

cannot do so with the flower of virgin modesty (uirgineo flore pudicitiae), let 

them at least steadfastly mortify their desire for pleasure, of which they have 

had past experience. For should the presence of that sacred spirit, which no 

eye can detect, and which is not confined by limits of space, be offended by 

the foul life (spurcitia) of any of his ministers, it is to be feared that, according 

to the dreadful threat of the prophet, “He hath done iniquity in the land of the 

saints, and therefore shall not see the glory of the Lord” (Is. 26:10). (17/16-

23)28 

Ælfric assigns the responsibility for reform to an impersonal “man” rather than to the 

individual priests but makes the same point equally vigorously: 

Wyrðe is sēo stōw for þām wurðfullan hālgan 

þæt hī man wurþige and wel gelōgige 

mid clǣnum godes þēowum tō Crīstes þēowdome, 

for-þan-þe se hālga is mǣrra þonne men magon āsmēagan. (255-8)29 
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The repetitiveness of Ælfric’s language here (“wyrðe […] wurðfullan […] wurþige […] 

þēowum […] þēowdome”) makes reform seem a self-evident imperative. That Abbo and 

Ælfric share the same polemical interpretation of Edmund’s incorruption reinforces the 

deduction that both texts were written in the same political moment. Indeed Ælfric’s Life of St 

Edmund may not simply be one of his Lives of Saints, but a translation commissioned as 

companion piece to Abbo’s life, probably written very shortly after Abbo completed his 

Passio. 

 The strongest evidence that Ælfric was commissioned to translate Abbo’s Passio 

comes in the prefatory section of his Life, a section stylistically distinct from the text proper 

in that it is written in regular prose rather than the rhythmical prose used for the rest of the 

text. In this “preface”, Ælfric identifies his source (a standard feature of his hagiographical 

narratives), but, more unusually, combines his dutiful fulfilment of this task with a quick pen 

portrait of Abbo: a “learned monk” (gelǣred munuc, 1) from “St Benedict’s monastery” 

(Sancte Benedictes stowe, 1-2) - that is, Fleury - who visited England for less than two years 

(10), then returned to become abbot (11). Ælfric’s pen portrait establishes Abbo as a reliable 

authority for Edmund’s holy biography, but also as one of the moderni, a monk from a 

monastery that owned the relics of the most famous of all monks at a time when the religious 

elite was endeavouring to make monasticism the most revered form of the religious life in 

England.  

 Ælfric states that he received a copy of Abbo’s life “binnan feawum gearum” (8-9). 

What numerical range feawa denoted in Old English is not quite clear, but it seems unlikely 

that ten years (between 988, when Abbo finished the Passio and 998, when Ælfric finished 

his Lives of Saints) would naturally be described as “feawum”.30 Ælfric’s statement that he 

translated the Passio “just as it stands below” (swā swā hit her-æfter stent, 9-10) also raises 

the suspicion that he first translated the life some years before he compiled his Lives of 
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Saints. In fact, all we know is that Ælfric was writing after the death of Dunstan in 988, an 

event he mentions in the prefatory section. It therefore seems probable that Ælfric translated 

the Passio into English shortly after 988. Ælfric completed his first series of Catholic 

Homilies in 989 and the second series in 992 and it is possible he translated the Passio during 

this period of intense composition.31 Since there is no obvious personal reason why he would 

have done this, the translation may have been commissioned by someone like Oswald, bishop 

of Worcester and founder of Ramsey, for politicial reasons.32 

 The benefits of having the Passio available in two languages would have been 

manifold. It is well known that Dunstan, Æthelwold, Oswald, and their followers were keen 

to use the vernacular to promote the aims of the Reform, as well as to improve the spiritual 

education of the laity; as Abbo acknowledges, Dunstan was accustomed to “nourish” the 

Royal Court “with the food of God’s word, alike in Latin and in the mother tongue” (pabulo 

diuini uerbi Latina et patria lingua, Ep./17-18). Lay support was particularly necessary for 

the reformers, as is evident, for example, in the fond way Ely tradition remembered 

Ealdorman Byrhtnoth’s support in quelling the ‘anti-monastic reaction’ after the death of 

King Edgar.33 Abbo’s learned Latin and Ælfric’s accessible Old English would have 

combined to form a potent opus geminatum which promoted Edmund’s cult both abroad and 

at home while making clear the need for Edmund’s shrine to be served by appropriate, 

monastic, guardians. 

 This opus geminatum promoted a cause close to the hearts of Æthelwold, Dunstan, 

and Oswald, the three leading advocates of the reform movement. As noted, Abbo’s Passio 

was written in or around 987. Abbo’s dedicatory epistle reveals the Passio was written at the 

request of Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbury. The epistle also suggests that the monks of 

Ramsey, the monastery where Abbo resided in England, supported the initiative. Ramsey had 

been refounded at Oswald’s request in 966, and it is feasible that Oswald, along with 
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Dunstan, encouraged Abbo to write. The Passio is thus affiliated with Oswald and Dunstan, 

two of the three leading lights of the Reform movement. The involvement of Ælfric, who 

would in 989 proudly describe himself as an “alumnus Adelwoldi”,34 suggests the 

“Æthelwoldian party” (insofar as one can talk of such a group) shared the ambition of 

monasticizing Bury with Dunstan and Oswald. 

 Thus the mutability of Edmund’s body provided a leitmotif with which Abbo and 

Ælfric demonstrate the possibility of spiritual renovatio. Just as God could rehead Edmund’s 

mutilated body and make it “clǣn” and “ansund” again, so he could give each sexually-

active, “unclǣn” clerk the strength to again live chastely. A carnal body might become “like 

a virgin” again.35 The handling of this leitmotif is comparable to the way Ælfric uses God’s 

taming of the wolf that guards Edmund’s severed head to suggest that the monstrous Vikings 

might also be tamed by God or by force.36 

 Abbo’s Passio and Ælfric’s Life function on multiple levels. First and foremost, they 

chronicle Edmund’s life and explain why he is worthy of veneration. But they also have a 

broader polemical purpose: to emphasize that a saint like Edmund, royal and incorrupt, could 

only be adequately served by a community that is itself chaste and therefore monastic. 

Finally, the arc from pre-lapsarian perfection to disfigurement to reintegration and 

incorruption that Edmund’s life follows instructs the secular clerks serving the shrine in the 

980s that it was possible to become chaste and become a monk. Abbo’s Passio and Ælfric’s 

Life are masterpieces which helped Edmund to “win the guerdon of praise for being the first 

of the saints of his country”,37 if not actually force the community at Bury to become 

monastic, an achievement reserved for Cnut’s reign. 
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